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The number and distribution of lung ultrasound (LUS) artifacts – B-lines – is correlated with the 

presence of lung interstitial syndrome such as viral infection, acute respiratory distress 

syndrome, and pulmonary edema. The detection and quantification of B-lines requires specific 

training and is machine and operator dependent. In select clinical scenarios, continuous hands-

free monitoring of lung function is preferred e.g., COVID19 infection. The goals of this work were 

to: (1) identify radio frequency (RF) signal features associated with B-lines and (2) develop a 

single-element, wearable, automated lung ultrasound sensor (LUSS) for continuous monitoring.  

Patients with acute cardiogenic pulmonary edema were enrolled within 48 hours of hospital 

admission, using electronic medical record review. In six months, 157 patients were screened, 29 

were eligible, and ten were enrolled. Clinical data including demographics, comorbidities, vital 

signs, laboratory values, and imaging results were collected. Verasonics Ultrasound Engine with 

a phased array probe (4.5 MHz) was used to perform standard 10-zone LUS in ten case subjects 

and five healthy controls. The RF data corresponding to each B-mode image and a series of 35 

plane wave acquisitions were collected for off-line Doppler, decorrelation, and spectral analyses.  

Of the RF signal features, the cumulative amplitude at large depths and the amplitude of the 

Doppler power peak at the pleural line, but not RF spectral characteristics were correlated with 

B-line number and brightness. Ten rectangular 10x5mm 5-MHz LUSS powered by a custom-built 

multiplexed transmit-receive circuit, were fabricated to match the aperture and frequency band 

of the LUS imaging probe. The elements were tested side-by-side with the imaging probe with 

the same Doppler sequence and signal processing in a lung-mimicking sponge phantom 

containing variable volumes of water. The LUSS output signal features associated with B-lines 

were similar to those of the RF signals from the imaging probe.    

RF signal features such as the cumulative amplitude at large depths and the amplitude of the 

Doppler power peak at the pleural line may be associated with B-line characteristics in LUS. These 

features may be valuable in developing a continuous automated LUSS for patients with lung 

interstitial syndrome.  


